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Nowadays, companies would launch different types of campaigns to 

advertise and promote their brands in order to gain people’s attention and 

raise their awareness. However, the public would just skip or flip through the 

‘ normal’ ones since we are confronted with a large amount of 

advertisements everyday; hence it is important for the agencies to create or 

come up with something that could make us remember the brand. Some 

brands succeeded because their campaigns were imaginative and thought- 

provoking, thus creating a good reputation within the industry while some 

brands were successful in terms of letting people know their brand but not in

a good way by producing controversial advertisements. 

Controversial advertisements usually involve elements of gender stereotype 

and/ or racial discrimination. An example to illustrate the above idea is 

shown in Fig. 1. This was an advertisement created by Kalyan Jewellers 

Company in India and it featured the Bollywood actress Aishwarya Rai 

Bachchan. The aim was to sell jewellery through creating a fantasy- by 

reconstructing a scenario showing the aristocracy from the past. This implied

if people buy and wear Kalyan jewellery, then they could be the same as well

i. e. the ‘ upper class’. However, the advert had stirred up controversies 

because it was too racist. We could see a thin, black child serving his 

mistress by holding a red parasol over the fair, glamorously dressed actress. 

The company later explained the advertisement was to portray “ royalty, 

timeless beauty and elegance”. This led me to think how far the companies 

are willing to go in order to leave an impression in their viewers’ mind- in this

case depicting their brand as royalty by showing child slavery and racial 

discrimination. 
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In addition, Fig, 2, 3 and 4 were images taken from the ‘ Be My Slave’ 

fashion shoot by a Pakistani fashion designer Aamna Aqueel for DIVA 

magazine showing a dark skin toned child slave serving a well dressed fair 

skinned model. This series of images had indeed outraged the public and 

received lots of criticism although the designer claimed that she was just 

trying to raise awareness for child labour. 

However, we should keep in mind that this designer was new to the fashion 

industry at the time when this editorial shoot was launched; therefore we 

could not deny that the possibility of her wanting to create something 

provocative in order to get the public’s attention considering the fact that 

the photos taken were more focused on the haute couture that she designed

rather than the issue of child labour. Besides, the title of the shoot ‘ Be My 

Slave’ definitely showed a high degree of racism and obviously headline 

making. To the audience, it seemed Aamna Aqueel was trying to support/ 

tolerate the matter rather than what she claimed. 

Fig. 5. (2007) Intel Core 2 Duo Processor advertisement [online image] 

Another example was an advertisement created by Intel. We could see in Fig.

5 that there was six black sprinters in position ready to set off and a white 

man in the middle. A slogan “ Multiply computer performance and maximize 

the power of your employees.” was also shown. The sprinters’ postures 

suggested a group of black employees bowing down to the white man whom 

supposedly to be their supervisor. Don MacDonald, the director of global 

marketing for the company, explained it was not their intention to show 

racial discrimination but to “ convey the performance capabilities of our 
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processors through a number of visual metaphors” (2007). Although this ad 

was pulled back after being widely criticized; it could not be seen as a 

complete failure in raising the public’s attention because this ad was covered

by the media online and in the news, therefore it could be another way to 

advertise their brand. 

Fig. 6. (2011) Nivea ‘ Re-civilize Yourself’ Advertisement [online image] 

Fig. 6 showed an advertisement by a personal care brand Nivea selling 

men’s face and body shaving products. It featured an African- American man

with a clean haircut and shaved beard throwing a mask away. The mask was 

a head of another African man with an Afro hairstyle and a non- shaved 

beard. The slogan was ‘ Re- civilize yourself’. 
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